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Table 1 Main-sequence massive star definition (logarithmic mass ranges)

Mass Designation Sp. type
8–16 M⊙ Early B-type massive stars B3V to B0V
16–32 M⊙ Late O-type massive stars O9V to O6V
32–64 M⊙ Early O-type massive stars O5V to O2Va

64–128 M⊙ O/WR-type massive stars WNL-Hb

aO2V main-sequence stars have been identified by Walborn et al. (2002).
bWNL-H: N-rich late-type Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, still on the main sequence (H-burning)
(see Crowther 2007).

We use the terms massive star and high-mass star interchangeably to denote an
OB star sufficiently massive to produce a type II supernova (M∗/M⊙ > 8 for solar
abundances). With these definitions in mind, the term high-mass protostar denotes
a >8M⊙ hydrostatic object that has not yet begun hydrogen burning. As we shall see
in the following, such objects exist only briefly during a transitory stage between “ac-
creting intermediate-mass protostar” and “accreting high-mass star.” Because it will
be impossible to distinguish observationally when an accreting object begins burn-
ing hydrogen, we suggest that the terms massive protostar and high-mass protostar
generally be avoided.

In Table 1, we give a crude classification of massive stars in terms of logarithmic
mass intervals and the corresponding main sequence spectral types.

We reserve the terms very massive star (VMS) and supermassive star (SMS) for
stars in the mass ranges of 100 < M∗/M⊙ < 1000 and 104 < M∗/M⊙ < 108, respec-
tively, and introduce the term ultramassive star (UMS) for stars in the mass range
of 103 < M∗/M⊙ < 104. SMSs are equilibrium configurations that are dominated by
radiation pressure—baryons and electron-positron pairs provide only a minor con-
tribution to the equation of state. At some point during their evolution SMSs collapse
owing to a general relativistic gravitational instability. Whereas in the present epoch
VMSs, UMSs, and SMSs are unlikely to be formed except under very special condi-
tions, stars with masses in excess of 100 M⊙ are expected during the first epoch of star
formation (Bromm & Larson 2004; Abel, Bryan & Norman 2000). VMSs, UMSs,
and SMSs are not discussed in this review. A recent discussion of the formation and
evolution of VMSs is given in Portegies Zwart et al. (2006) and in Belkus, van Bever
& Vanbeveren (2007).

What is accretion? The term accretion is used in a variety of senses. Measured
accretion rates often refer to the rate of mass inflow toward star-forming sites—not
the rate at which a star or protostar gains mass. Originating from a 0.1-pc scale, this
material cannot possibly fall into a sub-10−6-pc region without carrying significant
angular momentum. Instead, it either forms a disk or hits and is mixed with prior
existing disk material (see Figure 1). Thus, we distinguish between the accretion of
cloud core material onto a disk (ṀD-acc) and the accretion onto a (proto)star (ṀS-acc).

Analogous to accretion, mass loss is used in a variety of senses. Measured mass
loss rates from jets and outflows do not necessarily reflect the mass loss from an
isolated young star. We thus distinguish between the mass loss from the (proto)star
via a wind (ṀS-wind), the mass loss launched from the accretion disk (ṀD-wind), which
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OBSERVATIONAL CHALLENGES 
!

Large Distances (kpc - 
Resolution) 

!
Rare (Statistics) 

!
Disruptive 

!
Short lifetimes 

!
Highly-embedded (IR/submm) 

!
Highly Clustered (Resolution) 

THEORETICAL CHALLENGES 
!

Evolution: Mechanism, pre-
stellar cores?… 

!
Physics: e.g., Radiation 

pressure 
!

Preferential Cluster formation 
!

Cluster primordial mass 
segregation and age 

distribution 
!

Bimodality? Threshold?

OVERVIEW



EVOLUTION

I. Bonnell

Pre-existing 
(low-mass) 

overdensities

Bondi-Hoyle 
Accretion, 

determined by 
gas dynamics

HMS form first or 
simultaneously, 

mass 
segregation

No HMS cores 

!
Outflow Regulated Clump Fed Model 
(Wang et al. 2010)
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  Goals of This Talk 

Turbulent Core model (McKee & Tan 02,03) 

  Each massive star from a pre-existing  

  massive turbulent core that collapses  

  under its own weight  

(Outflow-regulated) Turbulent Clump model 
                      (Wang, Li, Abel & Nakamura 2010) 

  Massive stars form from a pre-existing, cluster  

 forming, turbulent clump that collapses under its  

 own weight (due to dissipation of turbulent support)  

 The global clump collapse is regulated by outflow  

  feedback (with the aid of magnetic fields), which  

  may replenish (part of) the decayed turbulence 

1. Extension of McKee-Tan turbulent core collapse model  

~
 1

 p
c
 

2. Moderate magnetic fields lower the characteristic stellar mass (if time) 

~
 0

.1
 p

c
 

Pre-existing 
HM cores - 

characteristic 
scale 

!

!
No pre-

assigned mass/
core - fed from 

pre-exist. 
collapsing 

clump !!!

Turbulent Core Model (McKee & Tan 2003) 

!
Turbulence support 

No competition - 
already assigned 

mass 

No pre-existing 
seeds but Grav 

potential important - 
location, location, 

location 

Mass segregation 

Filamentary 
inflows from 
large scale 
reservoirs 

3 

  Collapse and Accretion in Massive Star Formation  

               in Cluster-Forming Dense Clumps 

Turbulent Core model (McKee & Tan 02,03) 

  Each massive star from a pre-existing  

  massive turbulent core that collapses  

  under its own weight  

Expected behavior of stellar accretion rate:  

  Can increase, decrease or remain nearly  

  constant as the stellar mass grows  
  (e.g., constant    for collapse of SIS, Shu 77)  

Competitive Accretion Model (Bonnell+03,04) 

  Matter pulled in at a higher rate by the stronger  

  gravity of a more massive stellar seed  

Expected behavior of stellar accretion rate:  

  Should increase as the stellar mass grows 
   (e.g.,                   if Bondi-Hoyle accretion) 

Two widely discussed scenarios 

~
 1

 p
c
 

~
 0

.1
 p

c
 

Turbulence important 

Competitive Accretion (Bonnell et al. 1997) “The 
rich get richer model”, ‘location, location, location’ 
!

Credit: Zhi- Yun

Credit: Zhi- Yun



• MDCs (0.1pc scale): 
(Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2017, submm) 
!

• Complete catalogue 
• Evolutionary classification 
• Characterization (stellar content, 

physical properties)

• Clumps (0.5-1pc scale) + 
Filaments (e.g., Rivera-Ingraham et 
al. 2015; 2016)

• MC Environment (>1pc scale)
(e.g., Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2015)

• Statistical Studies (Rivera-
Ingraham et al. 2017b, in prep)

• Herschel imaging survey of OB Young 
Stellar objects - (HOBYS; PI. F. Motte) 
!

• the Herschel infrared Galactic Plane 
Survey - (Hi-GAL; PI. S. Molinari) 

!
• Galactic Cold Cores - (GCC; PI. M. 

Juvela)

EVOLUTION
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 1

 p
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~0.5pc

EVOLUTION

OBSERVABLE!! 
HII region  

Phase

RIDGES

HOT CORE

• Compact radio 
emission: HC, UC 
HII regions 

!
• Masers 
!
• Rich complex 

chemistry



Filaments (Environ)
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0.2 pc

Fig. 2. Column density map of the GCC field G300.86-9.00 with the
skeleton of the main filament superimposed. Skeleton was obtained with
the getfilaments algorithm and Nscales= 10. The AV= 1 mag (black) and
AV= 3 mag (magenta) contours are shown as reference.

logs from these sets of images, defined as the ‘source-subtracted’
(SS) and ‘source-included’ (SI) samples, respectively.

Profiles were averaged along the length of the filament to
derive mean radial profiles, for the entire filament and separately
for both of its sides. An example of such a profile is shown in Fig.
3a. For consistency with previous studies, each averaged profile
was fitted with an idealized model of a Plummer-like (Whitworth
& Ward-Thompson 2001; Nutter et al. 2008) cylindrical filament
(convolved with a 4000 beam) of the form

⇢p(r) =
⇢c

[1 + (r/Rflat)2]p/2 . (1)

Here, ⇢c is the central density, Rflat is the size of the inner
flat portion of the filament profile, and p is the exponent (p⇠ 2)
that characterises the power-law behaviour of the profile at larger
radii. The inclination angle of the filament relative to the plane
of the sky was assumed to be equal to zero. The fitting process
was carried out using a non-linear least squares minimization
IDL routine based on mpfit (Markwardt 2009) tracing the entire
profile as measured from the background-free NH2 map or to the
point of overlap with another filamentary structure. Only those
profiles with data extending past the half-maximum width of the
filament were used in our analysis. This ensured that the overall
shape of the profile and the parameter estimates obtained from
the fit were reliably constrained.

The combination of a flat and a power-law component of
a Plummer-like function can generally reproduce the observed
profile accurately (Fig. 3a). However, issues such as the corre-
lation of Rflat and the p-exponent, or the presence of profiles al-
ready accurately fitted by a simple Gaussian, can make the true
physical meaning of the best-fit Plummer parameters, and their
usability toward filament characterisation, questionable (see e.g.,
Juvela et al. 2012a; Malinen et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014).
Rather than using the absolute values of Rflat and the p-exponent,
here we characterise the filament in terms of two alternative mor-
phological descriptors: a core component and a wing component.
Identification and separation of each of these two quantities re-
lies in one main assumption, used already in previous studies
such as that of Arzoumanian et al. (2011), which claims that the
innermost central regions of the filament profile can be repre-

core

wing

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. a) Skeleton-averaged filament column density profile (black
curve) with best-fit (magenta) Plummer-like function. The best-fit (blue)
Gaussian function to the data (no fitting radius restriction) is shown rel-
ative to the final best Gaussian function representing the innermost re-
gions of the profile (black dashed-curve) and the 4000 telescope beam
(green). Error bars show the dispersion of column density along the
filament. The Gaussian-like inner regions of the profile (core compo-
nent) can be separated from the wing component of the filament, asso-
ciated with the (outer) power-law regions of the Plummer profile not ac-
counted for by the Gaussian function. b) Sample of 20 best-fit Plummer-
like models (normalised: NH2= 1 at radial distance from filament centre
R ⇡ 0) with varying proportions of core and wing components.

sented by a Gaussian function. This Gaussian-like inner com-
ponent of the profile, which in this work we define as the fila-
ment ‘core’ component, can then be quantified separately from
the ‘wing’ component, associated with the power-law behaviour
of the filament profile and which causes it to deviate from a
Gaussian-like shape at larger radii (Fig. 3a). The variety of fila-
ment core-wing combinations can be observed in the sample of
20 filament Plummer-like profiles included in Fig. 3b.

The Plummer parameters (⇢c, Rflat, and p-exponent) are only
used in deriving the model that fits the filament column density
profile best. Such a model replaces the observational data when
calculating the relative contributions of the core and wing fila-
ment components to the profile. The total linear mass density,
Mline,tot, can be calculated by integration of the model Plummer
profile:

Mline,tot =

Z
⌃model(r)dr = Mline,core +Mline,wing, (2)
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HBs + wing-dominated
HBs + core-dominated
LBs + wing-dominated
LB + core-dominated

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Distributions and correlations of key filament parameters for core-scale subcritical (squares) and supercritical (stars) filaments. Intrinsic total
linear mass density Mline,tot, core linear mass density Mline,core, wing linear mass density Mline,wing, and ratio Mline,core/Mline,wing. Low-background
filaments (LBs: blue/green) are separated from those in denser (high-background) environments with AV> 2.2 mag (HBs: magenta/red) (see text).
For each type of environment, filaments are further separated according to the relative contribution of core/wing components to their Mline,tot:
core-dominated (blue/magenta for LBs and HBs, respectively), and wing-dominated (green/red).The 1:1 relation (blue solid line) is shown as
reference.

when including their 3� distance uncertainty. The average width
of the population remains close to constant (FWHM⇠ 0.12 pc)
up to D ⇠ 300 pc, after which the mean FWHM increases with
distance. The same trend of increasing filament width with dis-
tance, albeit less pronounced, is still observed in Fig. 6a. This
result is likely due to a combination of two main e↵ects.

First, resolution and confusion can decrease the number of
detections of ⇠ 0.1 pc-wide filaments at large distances. How-
ever, and considering the common hierarchical nature of fil-
aments, unresolved (or barely resolved) filaments could have
been detected but only as part of their larger scale (filamentary)
host (see e.g., Juvela et al. 2012b; Hacar et al. 2013). In this
case, these could appear as resolved filaments, albeit with larger
widths, therefore producing the increase in average FWHM with
distance. Similarly, small asymmetries in shape and orientation
along the filament length (wiggles) might also be undistinguish-
able at large distances. This e↵ect could result in such filaments
appearing more ‘straight’ and with larger average widths, due to
the inclusion of the unresolved asymmetries in the overall pro-
file.

Second, our filament detection method was fine-tuned to en-
sure the extraction of all filaments that are significant detections
at the key physical (linear) core-scales. However, the large range
of distances considered (⇠ 100 � 500 pc) might still have led to
the inclusion of some large-scale filamentary structures in our fi-
nal sample if present in the GCC maps. This is due to the use of a

common observed (angular) spatial scale threshold for all fields,
which means that (physically) large scale filaments that would be
excluded in the nearest fields could have been included in those
at larger distances (same angular scale in both cases). Such fila-
ments could then make it to the final sample without being rele-
vant at core-scales if they fulfil the Nscales requirement by using
their contributions from larger physical scales. ‘Contamination’
by these structures would a↵ect primarily the fields at the far-
thest distances (e.g., Fig.6b), but could also a↵ect other fields at
intermediate distances to a lesser degree.

The magnitude of the e↵ect on the filament width caused by
source removal is most likely dependent on the proportion (and
location) of the source contribution relative to that of the host fil-
ament. Its relevance would also depend on the choice to include
or exclude compact sources as part of the filamentary structure
and evolution. Based on our findings, however, an influence of
the source component on filament modelling could then explain
(or significantly contribute to) the presence of a wider width dis-
tribution when treating a source-subtracted sample composed of
filaments with di↵erent degrees of source contribution (e.g., SS
vs SIS sample; Table 2).

5.1.2. Identification of Core-scale Filaments

In order to best constrain an evolutionary process leading to star-
forming filaments it is crucial to minimize all possible system-
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AV= 3 mag (magenta) contours are shown as reference.
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Fig. 3. a) Skeleton-averaged filament column density profile (black
curve) with best-fit (magenta) Plummer-like function. The best-fit (blue)
Gaussian function to the data (no fitting radius restriction) is shown rel-
ative to the final best Gaussian function representing the innermost re-
gions of the profile (black dashed-curve) and the 4000 telescope beam
(green). Error bars show the dispersion of column density along the
filament. The Gaussian-like inner regions of the profile (core compo-
nent) can be separated from the wing component of the filament, asso-
ciated with the (outer) power-law regions of the Plummer profile not ac-
counted for by the Gaussian function. b) Sample of 20 best-fit Plummer-
like models (normalised: NH2= 1 at radial distance from filament centre
R ⇡ 0) with varying proportions of core and wing components.

sented by a Gaussian function. This Gaussian-like inner com-
ponent of the profile, which in this work we define as the fila-
ment ‘core’ component, can then be quantified separately from
the ‘wing’ component, associated with the power-law behaviour
of the filament profile and which causes it to deviate from a
Gaussian-like shape at larger radii (Fig. 3a). The variety of fila-
ment core-wing combinations can be observed in the sample of
20 filament Plummer-like profiles included in Fig. 3b.

The Plummer parameters (⇢c, Rflat, and p-exponent) are only
used in deriving the model that fits the filament column density
profile best. Such a model replaces the observational data when
calculating the relative contributions of the core and wing fila-
ment components to the profile. The total linear mass density,
Mline,tot, can be calculated by integration of the model Plummer
profile:

Mline,tot =

Z
⌃model(r)dr = Mline,core +Mline,wing, (2)
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R1 R2 R3

Av Environment

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Panel [a]: Mean filament FWHM as a function of central in-
trinsic (crest, background-subtracted) filament AV. Black solid curve is
the model for isothermal pressure-confined filaments from Fischera &
Martin (2012) for an external pressure pext/k=2⇥104 K cm�3, i.e., envi-
ronment AV⇡2.8 mag for µ = 2.33. Blue and red symbols represent the
average change of filament width and crest AV for the transition from a
core-dominated subcritical state (SB) to a wing-dominated supercritical
one (SP). The average background for each filament group (AV (Env.);
right axis), derived from the background maps provided by getsources

(Section 3) is indicated with a black symbol at the characteristic crest
AV of the group. The clear increase in environment column density with
regime (crest AV) is highlighted with a green arrow. Vertical dashed
lines mark the approximate boundaries of Regime 2 and Regime 3 for a
filament with FWHM⇡ 0.13 pc. Boundaries would shift to lower AV for
larger FWHM. Error bars are the standard error on the mean for each
type of filament. Panel [b]: Same as Panel [a], but highlighting the the-
oretical curves corresponding to the average background of each group.
Models were derived using the equations included in Fischera & Martin
(2012).

be associated enhanced accretion due to the significant gravita-
tional potential of the system and the local availability of ma-
terial. The shorter build-up timescales for massive systems in
dense environments (e.g., Kirk et al. 2015) would also allow the
subcritical-supercritical transition to occur while fragmentation
and star formation develop (t <⇠ 1 Myr). This scenario is consis-
tent with the findings from Van Loo et al. (2014) and Schisano
et al. (2014), who suggest that filaments initiate fragmentation
while still in the formation stage. Considering short fragmenta-

tion timescales relative to accretion (e.g., Heitsch 2013), a sub-
critical filament with Mline,core⇠ 8.5 M� pc�1 (maximum Mline,core
for any subcritical filament; Paper I) would quickly fragment
and reach supercritical level in ⇠ 105 � 106 yr for accretion
rates of 10�4 � 10�5 M� pc�1 yr�1 (e.g., Schisano et al. 2014;
Palmeirim et al. 2013). Taking into account the estimated life-
times of prestellar cores (⇠ 106 yr, e.g., André et al. 2014),
our results are therefore consistent with prestellar substructure
forming when filaments reach a significantly self-gravitating
stage at Mline,core level. This substructure would then evolve as
the filament continues assembling its mass beyond supercritical
threshold, ultimately leading to the presence of accreting super-
critical filaments associated with protostars and already active
star-formation (in agreement with results from e.g., Toalá et al.
2012).

5.2.2. The path towards supercriticality

Identification of the precursors of the supercritical filaments and
their most probable evolutionary sequence depends on the as-
sumed filament lifetime and the evolution of the filament with
its environment. In Fig. 2 we have highlighted the location of
subcritical filaments in Regime 1 and Regime 2 that satisfy the
criteria and our established assumptions for being potential pre-
cursors of supercritical filaments. The position of subcritical fil-
aments in Regime 1 (R1) in the figure corresponds to the mean
AV�FWHM properties of filaments in this regime that have
Mline,core, Mline,wing, ridge AV, and environment AV lower than
supercritical wing-dominated filaments in Regimes 2 (R2) and 3
(R3) (marked with star symbols in the diagram). Similarly, the
point signalling the location of subcritical filaments in R2 traces
the mean AV�FWHM properties of the core-dominated subcrit-
ical structures with linear mass densities and environmental col-
umn density below that of the wing-dominated supercritical fil-
aments in R3.

– Filaments in Regime 1 are associated predominantly with the
most di↵use (AV⇠ 1.5 mag) environments and low central
column densities barely at, or below, those required for rea-
sonable self-gravitating structures (Table 1). They are also
associated with the narrowest widths, which is consistent
with the predictions from the (magneto) hydrodynamical the-
oretical models of Hennebelle (2013).

– Subcritical filaments in Regime 2 (environmental AV⇠
2.5 mag) approach the turnover point of the FWHM-AV
curve in Fig. 2. Filaments in these denser environments are
systematically associated with higher core and wing linear
mass densities (Paper I) and are therefore reasonably self-
gravitating structures.

Under our main assumption of filament evolving by accre-
tion (Mline,tot increasing with time; e.g., Fig. 1a), the properties
of filaments in the di↵erent regimes highlighted in Fig. 2 are
strongly suggestive of a filament-environment co-evolutionary
scenario. Filament growth, inferred by the increase in Mline,core,
Mline,wing, and ridge AV from Regime 1 to Regime 3, appears to
be intimately associated with an increase in environmental AV,
although the later changing by a smaller degree: <Mline,core> and
ridge <AV> change by a factor of ⇠6, <Mline,wing> by ⇠8.5, and
the environmental column density increases just by a factor of
⇠2 (Table 1).

Kirk et al. (2015) reported a good agreement between ‘star-
forming’ filaments (profiles) and the models from Fischera &
Martin (2012). The also apparently good agreement of the
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Fig. 2. Panel [a]: Mean filament FWHM as a function of central in-
trinsic (crest, background-subtracted) filament AV. Black solid curve is
the model for isothermal pressure-confined filaments from Fischera &
Martin (2012) for an external pressure pext/k=2⇥104 K cm�3, i.e., envi-
ronment AV⇡2.8 mag for µ = 2.33. Blue and red symbols represent the
average change of filament width and crest AV for the transition from a
core-dominated subcritical state (SB) to a wing-dominated supercritical
one (SP). The average background for each filament group (AV (Env.);
right axis), derived from the background maps provided by getsources

(Section 3) is indicated with a black symbol at the characteristic crest
AV of the group. The clear increase in environment column density with
regime (crest AV) is highlighted with a green arrow. Vertical dashed
lines mark the approximate boundaries of Regime 2 and Regime 3 for a
filament with FWHM⇡ 0.13 pc. Boundaries would shift to lower AV for
larger FWHM. Error bars are the standard error on the mean for each
type of filament. Panel [b]: Same as Panel [a], but highlighting the the-
oretical curves corresponding to the average background of each group.
Models were derived using the equations included in Fischera & Martin
(2012).

be associated enhanced accretion due to the significant gravita-
tional potential of the system and the local availability of ma-
terial. The shorter build-up timescales for massive systems in
dense environments (e.g., Kirk et al. 2015) would also allow the
subcritical-supercritical transition to occur while fragmentation
and star formation develop (t <⇠ 1 Myr). This scenario is consis-
tent with the findings from Van Loo et al. (2014) and Schisano
et al. (2014), who suggest that filaments initiate fragmentation
while still in the formation stage. Considering short fragmenta-

tion timescales relative to accretion (e.g., Heitsch 2013), a sub-
critical filament with Mline,core⇠ 8.5 M� pc�1 (maximum Mline,core
for any subcritical filament; Paper I) would quickly fragment
and reach supercritical level in ⇠ 105 � 106 yr for accretion
rates of 10�4 � 10�5 M� pc�1 yr�1 (e.g., Schisano et al. 2014;
Palmeirim et al. 2013). Taking into account the estimated life-
times of prestellar cores (⇠ 106 yr, e.g., André et al. 2014),
our results are therefore consistent with prestellar substructure
forming when filaments reach a significantly self-gravitating
stage at Mline,core level. This substructure would then evolve as
the filament continues assembling its mass beyond supercritical
threshold, ultimately leading to the presence of accreting super-
critical filaments associated with protostars and already active
star-formation (in agreement with results from e.g., Toalá et al.
2012).

5.2.2. The path towards supercriticality

Identification of the precursors of the supercritical filaments and
their most probable evolutionary sequence depends on the as-
sumed filament lifetime and the evolution of the filament with
its environment. In Fig. 2 we have highlighted the location of
subcritical filaments in Regime 1 and Regime 2 that satisfy the
criteria and our established assumptions for being potential pre-
cursors of supercritical filaments. The position of subcritical fil-
aments in Regime 1 (R1) in the figure corresponds to the mean
AV�FWHM properties of filaments in this regime that have
Mline,core, Mline,wing, ridge AV, and environment AV lower than
supercritical wing-dominated filaments in Regimes 2 (R2) and 3
(R3) (marked with star symbols in the diagram). Similarly, the
point signalling the location of subcritical filaments in R2 traces
the mean AV�FWHM properties of the core-dominated subcrit-
ical structures with linear mass densities and environmental col-
umn density below that of the wing-dominated supercritical fil-
aments in R3.

– Filaments in Regime 1 are associated predominantly with the
most di↵use (AV⇠ 1.5 mag) environments and low central
column densities barely at, or below, those required for rea-
sonable self-gravitating structures (Table 1). They are also
associated with the narrowest widths, which is consistent
with the predictions from the (magneto) hydrodynamical the-
oretical models of Hennebelle (2013).

– Subcritical filaments in Regime 2 (environmental AV⇠
2.5 mag) approach the turnover point of the FWHM-AV
curve in Fig. 2. Filaments in these denser environments are
systematically associated with higher core and wing linear
mass densities (Paper I) and are therefore reasonably self-
gravitating structures.

Under our main assumption of filament evolving by accre-
tion (Mline,tot increasing with time; e.g., Fig. 1a), the properties
of filaments in the di↵erent regimes highlighted in Fig. 2 are
strongly suggestive of a filament-environment co-evolutionary
scenario. Filament growth, inferred by the increase in Mline,core,
Mline,wing, and ridge AV from Regime 1 to Regime 3, appears to
be intimately associated with an increase in environmental AV,
although the later changing by a smaller degree: <Mline,core> and
ridge <AV> change by a factor of ⇠6, <Mline,wing> by ⇠8.5, and
the environmental column density increases just by a factor of
⇠2 (Table 1).

Kirk et al. (2015) reported a good agreement between ‘star-
forming’ filaments (profiles) and the models from Fischera &
Martin (2012). The also apparently good agreement of the
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Fig. 3.— Filament 2 at 26.56Myr into the simulation, integrated in the ranges |x| < 5 pc for the top row,
and 0 < z < 15 pc for the bottom row. The left column shows the total column density, while the middle
column shows column density for gas with n > 103 cm−3, and n > 104 cm−3 in the right column. In all
cases, the arrows show the density-weighted projected velocity, with the arrow in the lower right representing
2 km s−1. The region z − y ≥ 7 pc is suppressed to avoid a separate condensation unrelated to the filament
of interest. See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure. The bottom row of
this figure is also available as mpeg animations in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal.

When only gas with density n > 103 cm−3

is considered, Filament 1 has a mass ∼ 560M⊙

(∼ 2.4 × 103M⊙ if we consider gas with n >
50 cm−3), and is ∼ 12 pc long and ∼ 1 pc wide.
Its mean density (5.18× 104 cm−3, mass-weighted
considering gas with n > 103 cm−3 only) and

aspect ratio imply an approximate free-fall time
of 0.72Myr (Toalá et al. 2012). Filament 2 has
a mass ∼ 680M⊙ when defined by a threshold
n > 103 cm−3 (∼ 2 × 103M⊙ when gas with
n > 50 cm−3 is considered), has an approximate
length of ∼ 15 pc, and a width ∼ 1 pc; its mean
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MHD Shear Flows 7

Figure 5. Mass-weighted vorticity histograms for the ✓ = 60�

case at early and late times. Solid line is at t = 1Myr, dotted is at
the end of the simulation (t = 32.8 Myr). Each of the histograms

were binned from a cylindrical analysis region that was tilted 60�

and contained 1, 000 M�. Units are again scale-free.

larger. This is why some of the sinks that have formed later
in time have grown to be more massive than older sinks.

6 MORPHOLOGY

We now turn to column density maps (CDMs) for a more
detailed comparison of the flow evolution. We begin by dis-
cussing a morphological artifact common to MHD colliding
flows, and then move on to the main morphological features
of the flow.

Column density maps of the ✓ = 0� case are shown in
Fig. 6. As can be seen in the left hand panel, there is a large,
ring-like structure surrounding the flows. This ring is an ar-
tifact of the simplified initial conditions and its formation
can be understood as follows. Initializing colliding flows as
cylinders naturally produces a region where shocked gas is
expelled laterally with respect to the cylindrical axis. Any
colliding flows geometry will produce a characteristic two
shock structure (one to decelerate each flow), separated by
a contact discontinuity. For finite-sized flows, there must also
be a region where high pressure post-shock material is driven
out of the collision region. Analysis of a similar process in
time variable protostellar jets (which, with a change in ref-
erence frame are similar to the configuration studied here),
shows that lateral motions on the order of the post-shock
sound speed (cps) carry material away from the interaction
region along radial streamlines into the ambient gas (Raga
1992). In this way, converging flows along the length of the
cylindrical regions are converted into radial flows expanding
away from the axis of the cylinders.

When magnetic fields are present, tension forces can re-
strict these lateral motions. The length and time scales for
this restriction depend both on the field strength and geom-
etry. Studies of magnetized time variable jets with strong
cooling show that even initially weak toroidal fields can lead

Figure 7. Streamline plot of Bx and Bz components of the mag-

netic field averaged along y as shown in the x � z plane for the
✓ = 0� case. Note the bending of the field lines as material is

expelled from the collision region (see text for description).

to the collapse of post-shock flows onto the axis (De Colle,
Raga & Esquivel 2008; Hansen, Frank & Hartigan 2015).
Thus, the ring-like structure present at approximately 30 pc
away from the center of the colliding flows can be attributed
to the e↵ect of magnetic tension, since it was not seen in our
pure hydro case (Carroll-Nellenback, Frank & Heitsch 2014).
Such rings were also seen in other MHD colliding flows runs
(Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2011; Banerjee et al. 2009). We
note that in the simulations presented here, the initial field
was parallel to the colliding flows. Thus, as post-shock gas
was driven outward from the interaction region, the flow
drove arcs in the magnetic field (Fig. 7) whose tension even-
tually halted further expansion, thereby producing a ring of
high density material in the collision plane. The position of
this ring can be estimated by assuming the ring has reached
a steady-state, as we will do next.

6.1 Magnetized Ring Model

To make calculations simplest, we envision the following sce-
nario. At t = 0, the magnetic field is ~B = B0x̂ for r > R,
where R is the colliding flows radius. For r < R, we take
B = 0. This is a fine approximation, given the field is dy-
namically weak within the flows (recall, �ram ⇡ 38). As
material enters the collision region, it is shocked and then
expands away from the collision region, as described above.
We approximate this expansion as being spherically sym-
metric.

Now, the ram pressure of the ejecta pushes outward on
the surrounding low density, magnetized ambient medium.
In 2D, this leads to a ’ring’ of flux that moves outward (in
3D, a spherical ’shell’; Fig. 8). This ring has two boundaries,
an outer radius, ro, and an inner radius, ri (Fig. 8, bottom

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–22
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Table 4. Average Properties of MDCs

Parameter All Active Inactive Inactive Inactive
[IR-bright] [IR-quiet+starless+UCS] [IR-quiet] [Starless]

Number 442 3 30 10 6
Mass [M�] 25 ± 3 324 ± 251 126 ± 9 118 ± 16 107 ± 10
<T [K]> 16.4 ± 0.3 34.7 ± 5.2 14.1 ± 1.2 11.7 ± 0.9 12.7 ± 3.2
Lbol [L�] 268 ± 106 24721 ± 6879 666 ± 226 80 ± 53 828 ± 821
Lsub/bol 0.094 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.003 0.186 ± 0.026 0.190 ± 0.030 0.238 ± 0.052

FWHMa [pc] ⇠0.10 0.07 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.02
< nH2 > [105 cm�3] 1.2 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 1.6 3.3 ± 0.7 2.2 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2
NH2,p [1022 cm�2] 1.2 ± 0.2 20.6 ± 4.4 4.5 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.7

NH2,env [1022 cm�2] ⇠1.0 4.2 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.5
XISRF 2.3 ± 0.2 13.1 ± 5.7 5.9 ± 1.5 2.2 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 1.9

a Deconvolved size at reference wavelength.

4. Conditions for High-Mass Star Formation:
Physical and environmental constraints

Five sources were preliminarily classified as active based on
the presence of signposts of high-mass star activity within their
FWHM, all localised in the three massive centrally-condensed
clumps of W3 (OH), W3 East, and W3 West (Paper I; Figs. 1).
Of these, only three were potential IR-bright MDCs. The prop-
erties of these sources as well as those MDCS with comparable
masses are included in Table 2 and Table 3. The final catalogue
and the measurements at each wavelength are included in Ap-
pendix B.

The W3 (OH) clump is characterised by a single MDC detec-
tion, well centred on the column density peak of the clump and
its two central high-mass star-forming regions W3 (OH) and W3
(H2O). The UC H ii region W3 (OH) is powered by a late-type
O star (e.g., Dreher & Welch 1981; Hirsch et al. 2012) and is al-
ready entering the expansion phase. This system shares the same
envelope (Herschel core) as the protobinary system W3 (H2O), a
hot core (⇠103�104 yr old; Helmich et al. 1994; Kim et al. 2006),
still assembling mass at Ṁ⇠10�3 M� yr�1 (Qin et al. 2016) and
forming a system of early B-type stars (e.g., Chen et al. 2006;
Zapata et al. 2011).

The other active MDCs lie in W3 Main, and their position
relative to the high-mass star activity of the region is shown in
Fig. 3. W3 East is originally traced by two heavily overlapping
active sources, Source #1 (S1) and Source #4 (S4). Only the for-
mer is positively classified as a MDC, which is also the one pri-
marily associated with the NH2 peak of the clump (⇠2.500 from
the Herschel coordinates) and the central cluster of HC H ii re-
gions powered by a group of early B or late O type stars (Ma-Mg;
Claussen et al. 1994; Tieftrunk et al. 1997; Wilson et al. 2003;
van der Tak et al. 2005; Bik et al. 2012). The severe overlap with
S4 implies that the mass associated with S1 would be just a lower
limit.

W3 West is also decomposed into two active detections
(north: S3; and south: S34). The MDC S3 coincides with the
UC H ii region C and HC H ii region Ca. The southern compo-
nent S34 is classified as an UCS and lies in between the UC H ii
region G (southeast) and the main local column density peak of
the region as observed by Herschel and in previous studies (e.g.,
SMS3 core; Tieftrunk et al. 1998; Fig. 3). The intermediate o↵set
position of S34 between a temperature peak and a (cold) column
density peak can be explained by the influence of the 70 µm dur-
ing source detection (Appendix A). Only S3 was classified as a
MDC, although the absence of a confirmed central peak in NH2

flagged it as tentative.

Based on the stellar multiplicity of the only high-mass star-
forming cores in W3 (mainly the reliable MDCs S1 ad S2), the
properties of these dense cores extracted from the Herschel data
are relevant for models constraining the early evolutionary state
of small groups with up to a few high-mass stars. These mas-
sive high-mass star forming regions exhibit a unique set of
physical conditions at clump level (Paper I) as well as in their
core substructure. Table 4 lists the mean di↵erences between
the di↵erent populations, and clearly highlights how active cores
are easily distinguishable from the quiescent sample due to their
much higher luminosity, their systematically denser and more
compact structure, and their tendency to exist in much richer
(denser) and irradiated environments than their low-mass coun-
terparts. Such di↵erences are graphically illustrated in the dia-
grams of Fig. 4, which correlate the source mass with the key
physical parameters (peak NH2 environment NH2 volume, and
luminosity ratio).

High-mass stars lie within compact <⇠0.1 pc regions with
masses in excess of M >⇠70 M�. The minimum mass for active
cores in W3 is established by S1 in W3 Main (M =71±18 M�),
which is comparable to that of S3 (M =74±15 M�) and that de-
rived by T2017 for NGC 6334 of M⇡75 M�. Less than ⇠7% of
the remaining core population of W3 have comparable masses,
which decreases to less than ⇠3% when excluding the detections
classified as UCS and tentative MDCs. This number is likely
still conservative, as the mass of S1 is expected to be largely
underestimated due to the overlap with S4 (Fig. 3). A more real-
istic estimate for the former would probably be closer to that of
S2, ten times more massive and also forming several high-mass
stars.

Even when assuming a mass threshold of M =70�75 M� for
(single) high-mass star formation, the relatively quiescent na-
ture of several massive objects indicates the need for more than
just mass availability in order to form massive stellar systems.
The mass must not only be high but also localised in tight com-
pact regions, as illustrated by the absence of dense cores with
comparable volume-averaged densities (Fig. 4b). The IR-bright
MDCs are also uniquely identified by their central and environ-
mental column densities, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, Fig. 4c, and
more particularly, in the NH2,p-NH2,env diagram presented in Fig.
5. There are no reliable dense cores (excluding UCS) within
the narrow regime in column density space comprised by the
high-mass star-forming MDCs (NH2,p>⇠1.5⇥ 1023 cm�2; NH2,env>⇠
4 ⇥ 1022 cm�2), which is in line with earlier theoretical models
that established local column density as the most critical condi-
tion for the onset of high-mass star formation (e.g., Krumholz
& McKee 2008), regardless of whether the cluster of high-mass
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Correlation of core mass with (a) peak column density NH2 (here
expressed as AV, where NH2= 9.4 ⇥ 1020 cm�2 AV/mag; Bohlin et al.
1978) (b) volume-averaged density, and (c) environmental level NH2 ,env.
Sample is separated into low-mass cores, inactive MDCs (starless, IR-
quiet), and active MDCs (IR-bright). Only detections associated with
a column density detection in the original 3600 map have estimates of
NH2 ,p and NH2 ,env. Arrows in panel (b) indicate the presence of lower
limits for unresolved sources. Dashed red lines mark the mean param-
eter value (M, NH2 , NH2 ,env) for each �M = 20 M� mass bin up to
M= 100 M�. Tentative MDCs (Table 2) are marked with squares. Error
bars are shown for active cores only, as examples of typical uncertain-
ties.

stars forms from a common mass reservoir (e.g., competitive ac-
cretion; Bonnell et al. 2001) or from single-star condensations
(e.g., Turbulent Core Model; McKee & Tan 2003) with size be-
low the resolution limit of our data (FWHM< 0.05 pc; e.g., Gi-
annini et al. 2012). The strong relation between M, NH2,p, and
NH2,env establishes tight constraints on the processes and physi-
cal mechanisms driving the formation and protostellar evolution
of MDCs and their associated high-mass star population.

Fig. 5. Environmental column density as a function of intrinsic peak
column density measured at core central coordinates. Lines mark the
lower limits of the column density space characterising the active IR-
bright cores. The limits define a quadrant in the upper-right corner in-
trinsically associated with high-mass star formation. Symbols as in Fig.
4.

5. Discussion: Assembly and Early Evolution of
Massive Stellar Precursors

The star-forming history and young stellar content of the mas-
sive dense cores in W3 have been extensively investigated and
are described in-depth in the literature. In context with the phys-
ical and environmental properties derived from Herschel, this in-
formation constitutes an ideal observational framework for con-
straining the feasible evolutionary paths and physics behind the
formation of high-mass stars and clusters.

5.1. A threshold for High-Mass Star Formation?

The viability of an evolutionary model can be determined based
on its capability to reproduce the physical and environmental
properties characterising massive cluster-forming cores (Sect.
4). The rare combination of properties unique to the active IR-
bright cores suggests that whatever process benefits or domi-
nates in such a particular situation must be intimately linked to,
or even lie at the very base of, the HMSF process itself. This
‘fundamental mechanism’ will be the one determining the feasi-
ble formation models of high-mass stars and clusters, and its true
nature should be inferable from the peculiar physical conditions
that arise when all the requirements inferred from the Herschel
data are satisfied. The Herschel-based characteristics, such as the
peak and environmental column densities, already provide criti-
cal clues:

– Development of a high column density enhancement (NH2,p):
ensures mass inflow into a concentrated region (if such mass
is available) due to the combined e↵ect of 1) a pronounced
gravitational potential well, and 2) the inability for ongoing
(high-mass) star formation formed in such regions to coun-
teract such mass inflow, as the disruptive e↵ects of feedback
and radiation pressure are severely limited under such con-
ditions (e.g., Dale & Bonnell 2011).

– A dense local environment NH2,env has several implications:
1. External pressure and confinement (P / ⇡G<NH2,env>

2;
e.g., McKee & Tan 2003; Fischera & Martin 2012) lead
to high core surface densities (e.g., Kirk et al. 2006),
therefore contributing to the overall dense and compact
nature of active cores (e.g., Zhang et al. 2014).
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Fig. 4. Correlation of core mass with (a) peak column density NH2 (here
expressed as AV, where NH2= 9.4 ⇥ 1020 cm�2 AV/mag; Bohlin et al.
1978) (b) volume-averaged density, and (c) environmental level NH2 ,env.
Sample is separated into low-mass cores, inactive MDCs (starless, IR-
quiet), and active MDCs (IR-bright). Only detections associated with
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limits for unresolved sources. Dashed red lines mark the mean param-
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bars are shown for active cores only, as examples of typical uncertain-
ties.
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Table 4. Average Properties of MDCs

Parameter All Active Inactive Inactive Inactive
[IR-bright] [IR-quiet+starless+UCS] [IR-quiet] [Starless]

Number 442 3 30 10 6
Mass [M�] 25 ± 3 324 ± 251 126 ± 9 118 ± 16 107 ± 10
<T [K]> 16.4 ± 0.3 34.7 ± 5.2 14.1 ± 1.2 11.7 ± 0.9 12.7 ± 3.2
Lbol [L�] 268 ± 106 24721 ± 6879 666 ± 226 80 ± 53 828 ± 821
Lsub/bol 0.094 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.003 0.186 ± 0.026 0.190 ± 0.030 0.238 ± 0.052

FWHMa [pc] ⇠0.10 0.07 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.02
< nH2 > [105 cm�3] 1.2 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 1.6 3.3 ± 0.7 2.2 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2
NH2,p [1022 cm�2] 1.2 ± 0.2 20.6 ± 4.4 4.5 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.7

NH2,env [1022 cm�2] ⇠1.0 4.2 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.5
XISRF 2.3 ± 0.2 13.1 ± 5.7 5.9 ± 1.5 2.2 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 1.9

a Deconvolved size at reference wavelength.

4. Conditions for High-Mass Star Formation:
Physical and environmental constraints

Five sources were preliminarily classified as active based on
the presence of signposts of high-mass star activity within their
FWHM, all localised in the three massive centrally-condensed
clumps of W3 (OH), W3 East, and W3 West (Paper I; Figs. 1).
Of these, only three were potential IR-bright MDCs. The prop-
erties of these sources as well as those MDCS with comparable
masses are included in Table 2 and Table 3. The final catalogue
and the measurements at each wavelength are included in Ap-
pendix B.

The W3 (OH) clump is characterised by a single MDC detec-
tion, well centred on the column density peak of the clump and
its two central high-mass star-forming regions W3 (OH) and W3
(H2O). The UC H ii region W3 (OH) is powered by a late-type
O star (e.g., Dreher & Welch 1981; Hirsch et al. 2012) and is al-
ready entering the expansion phase. This system shares the same
envelope (Herschel core) as the protobinary system W3 (H2O), a
hot core (⇠103�104 yr old; Helmich et al. 1994; Kim et al. 2006),
still assembling mass at Ṁ⇠10�3 M� yr�1 (Qin et al. 2016) and
forming a system of early B-type stars (e.g., Chen et al. 2006;
Zapata et al. 2011).

The other active MDCs lie in W3 Main, and their position
relative to the high-mass star activity of the region is shown in
Fig. 3. W3 East is originally traced by two heavily overlapping
active sources, Source #1 (S1) and Source #4 (S4). Only the for-
mer is positively classified as a MDC, which is also the one pri-
marily associated with the NH2 peak of the clump (⇠2.500 from
the Herschel coordinates) and the central cluster of HC H ii re-
gions powered by a group of early B or late O type stars (Ma-Mg;
Claussen et al. 1994; Tieftrunk et al. 1997; Wilson et al. 2003;
van der Tak et al. 2005; Bik et al. 2012). The severe overlap with
S4 implies that the mass associated with S1 would be just a lower
limit.

W3 West is also decomposed into two active detections
(north: S3; and south: S34). The MDC S3 coincides with the
UC H ii region C and HC H ii region Ca. The southern compo-
nent S34 is classified as an UCS and lies in between the UC H ii
region G (southeast) and the main local column density peak of
the region as observed by Herschel and in previous studies (e.g.,
SMS3 core; Tieftrunk et al. 1998; Fig. 3). The intermediate o↵set
position of S34 between a temperature peak and a (cold) column
density peak can be explained by the influence of the 70 µm dur-
ing source detection (Appendix A). Only S3 was classified as a
MDC, although the absence of a confirmed central peak in NH2

flagged it as tentative.

Based on the stellar multiplicity of the only high-mass star-
forming cores in W3 (mainly the reliable MDCs S1 ad S2), the
properties of these dense cores extracted from the Herschel data
are relevant for models constraining the early evolutionary state
of small groups with up to a few high-mass stars. These mas-
sive high-mass star forming regions exhibit a unique set of
physical conditions at clump level (Paper I) as well as in their
core substructure. Table 4 lists the mean di↵erences between
the di↵erent populations, and clearly highlights how active cores
are easily distinguishable from the quiescent sample due to their
much higher luminosity, their systematically denser and more
compact structure, and their tendency to exist in much richer
(denser) and irradiated environments than their low-mass coun-
terparts. Such di↵erences are graphically illustrated in the dia-
grams of Fig. 4, which correlate the source mass with the key
physical parameters (peak NH2 environment NH2 volume, and
luminosity ratio).

High-mass stars lie within compact <⇠0.1 pc regions with
masses in excess of M >⇠70 M�. The minimum mass for active
cores in W3 is established by S1 in W3 Main (M =71±18 M�),
which is comparable to that of S3 (M =74±15 M�) and that de-
rived by T2017 for NGC 6334 of M⇡75 M�. Less than ⇠7% of
the remaining core population of W3 have comparable masses,
which decreases to less than ⇠3% when excluding the detections
classified as UCS and tentative MDCs. This number is likely
still conservative, as the mass of S1 is expected to be largely
underestimated due to the overlap with S4 (Fig. 3). A more real-
istic estimate for the former would probably be closer to that of
S2, ten times more massive and also forming several high-mass
stars.

Even when assuming a mass threshold of M =70�75 M� for
(single) high-mass star formation, the relatively quiescent na-
ture of several massive objects indicates the need for more than
just mass availability in order to form massive stellar systems.
The mass must not only be high but also localised in tight com-
pact regions, as illustrated by the absence of dense cores with
comparable volume-averaged densities (Fig. 4b). The IR-bright
MDCs are also uniquely identified by their central and environ-
mental column densities, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, Fig. 4c, and
more particularly, in the NH2,p-NH2,env diagram presented in Fig.
5. There are no reliable dense cores (excluding UCS) within
the narrow regime in column density space comprised by the
high-mass star-forming MDCs (NH2,p>⇠1.5⇥ 1023 cm�2; NH2,env>⇠
4 ⇥ 1022 cm�2), which is in line with earlier theoretical models
that established local column density as the most critical condi-
tion for the onset of high-mass star formation (e.g., Krumholz
& McKee 2008), regardless of whether the cluster of high-mass
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Fig. 4. Correlation of core mass with (a) peak column density NH2 (here
expressed as AV, where NH2= 9.4 ⇥ 1020 cm�2 AV/mag; Bohlin et al.
1978) (b) volume-averaged density, and (c) environmental level NH2 ,env.
Sample is separated into low-mass cores, inactive MDCs (starless, IR-
quiet), and active MDCs (IR-bright). Only detections associated with
a column density detection in the original 3600 map have estimates of
NH2 ,p and NH2 ,env. Arrows in panel (b) indicate the presence of lower
limits for unresolved sources. Dashed red lines mark the mean param-
eter value (M, NH2 , NH2 ,env) for each �M = 20 M� mass bin up to
M= 100 M�. Tentative MDCs (Table 2) are marked with squares. Error
bars are shown for active cores only, as examples of typical uncertain-
ties.

stars forms from a common mass reservoir (e.g., competitive ac-
cretion; Bonnell et al. 2001) or from single-star condensations
(e.g., Turbulent Core Model; McKee & Tan 2003) with size be-
low the resolution limit of our data (FWHM< 0.05 pc; e.g., Gi-
annini et al. 2012). The strong relation between M, NH2,p, and
NH2,env establishes tight constraints on the processes and physi-
cal mechanisms driving the formation and protostellar evolution
of MDCs and their associated high-mass star population.

Fig. 5. Environmental column density as a function of intrinsic peak
column density measured at core central coordinates. Lines mark the
lower limits of the column density space characterising the active IR-
bright cores. The limits define a quadrant in the upper-right corner in-
trinsically associated with high-mass star formation. Symbols as in Fig.
4.

5. Discussion: Assembly and Early Evolution of
Massive Stellar Precursors

The star-forming history and young stellar content of the mas-
sive dense cores in W3 have been extensively investigated and
are described in-depth in the literature. In context with the phys-
ical and environmental properties derived from Herschel, this in-
formation constitutes an ideal observational framework for con-
straining the feasible evolutionary paths and physics behind the
formation of high-mass stars and clusters.

5.1. A threshold for High-Mass Star Formation?

The viability of an evolutionary model can be determined based
on its capability to reproduce the physical and environmental
properties characterising massive cluster-forming cores (Sect.
4). The rare combination of properties unique to the active IR-
bright cores suggests that whatever process benefits or domi-
nates in such a particular situation must be intimately linked to,
or even lie at the very base of, the HMSF process itself. This
‘fundamental mechanism’ will be the one determining the feasi-
ble formation models of high-mass stars and clusters, and its true
nature should be inferable from the peculiar physical conditions
that arise when all the requirements inferred from the Herschel
data are satisfied. The Herschel-based characteristics, such as the
peak and environmental column densities, already provide criti-
cal clues:

– Development of a high column density enhancement (NH2,p):
ensures mass inflow into a concentrated region (if such mass
is available) due to the combined e↵ect of 1) a pronounced
gravitational potential well, and 2) the inability for ongoing
(high-mass) star formation formed in such regions to coun-
teract such mass inflow, as the disruptive e↵ects of feedback
and radiation pressure are severely limited under such con-
ditions (e.g., Dale & Bonnell 2011).

– A dense local environment NH2,env has several implications:
1. External pressure and confinement (P / ⇡G<NH2,env>

2;
e.g., McKee & Tan 2003; Fischera & Martin 2012) lead
to high core surface densities (e.g., Kirk et al. 2006),
therefore contributing to the overall dense and compact
nature of active cores (e.g., Zhang et al. 2014).
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ical and environmental properties derived from Herschel, this in-
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on its capability to reproduce the physical and environmental
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nates in such a particular situation must be intimately linked to,
or even lie at the very base of, the HMSF process itself. This
‘fundamental mechanism’ will be the one determining the feasi-
ble formation models of high-mass stars and clusters, and its true
nature should be inferable from the peculiar physical conditions
that arise when all the requirements inferred from the Herschel
data are satisfied. The Herschel-based characteristics, such as the
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cal clues:

– Development of a high column density enhancement (NH2,p):
ensures mass inflow into a concentrated region (if such mass
is available) due to the combined e↵ect of 1) a pronounced
gravitational potential well, and 2) the inability for ongoing
(high-mass) star formation formed in such regions to coun-
teract such mass inflow, as the disruptive e↵ects of feedback
and radiation pressure are severely limited under such con-
ditions (e.g., Dale & Bonnell 2011).

– A dense local environment NH2,env has several implications:
1. External pressure and confinement (P / ⇡G<NH2,env>

2;
e.g., McKee & Tan 2003; Fischera & Martin 2012) lead
to high core surface densities (e.g., Kirk et al. 2006),
therefore contributing to the overall dense and compact
nature of active cores (e.g., Zhang et al. 2014).
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bright cores suggests that whatever process benefits or domi-
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Table 4. Average Properties of MDCs

Parameter All Active Inactive Inactive Inactive
[IR-bright] [IR-quiet+starless+UCS] [IR-quiet] [Starless]

Number 442 3 30 10 6
Mass [M�] 25 ± 3 324 ± 251 126 ± 9 118 ± 16 107 ± 10
<T [K]> 16.4 ± 0.3 34.7 ± 5.2 14.1 ± 1.2 11.7 ± 0.9 12.7 ± 3.2
Lbol [L�] 268 ± 106 24721 ± 6879 666 ± 226 80 ± 53 828 ± 821
Lsub/bol 0.094 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.003 0.186 ± 0.026 0.190 ± 0.030 0.238 ± 0.052

FWHMa [pc] ⇠0.10 0.07 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.02
< nH2 > [105 cm�3] 1.2 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 1.6 3.3 ± 0.7 2.2 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2
NH2,p [1022 cm�2] 1.2 ± 0.2 20.6 ± 4.4 4.5 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.7

NH2,env [1022 cm�2] ⇠1.0 4.2 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.5
XISRF 2.3 ± 0.2 13.1 ± 5.7 5.9 ± 1.5 2.2 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 1.9

a Deconvolved size at reference wavelength.

4. Conditions for High-Mass Star Formation:
Physical and environmental constraints

Five sources were preliminarily classified as active based on
the presence of signposts of high-mass star activity within their
FWHM, all localised in the three massive centrally-condensed
clumps of W3 (OH), W3 East, and W3 West (Paper I; Figs. 1).
Of these, only three were potential IR-bright MDCs. The prop-
erties of these sources as well as those MDCS with comparable
masses are included in Table 2 and Table 3. The final catalogue
and the measurements at each wavelength are included in Ap-
pendix B.

The W3 (OH) clump is characterised by a single MDC detec-
tion, well centred on the column density peak of the clump and
its two central high-mass star-forming regions W3 (OH) and W3
(H2O). The UC H ii region W3 (OH) is powered by a late-type
O star (e.g., Dreher & Welch 1981; Hirsch et al. 2012) and is al-
ready entering the expansion phase. This system shares the same
envelope (Herschel core) as the protobinary system W3 (H2O), a
hot core (⇠103�104 yr old; Helmich et al. 1994; Kim et al. 2006),
still assembling mass at Ṁ⇠10�3 M� yr�1 (Qin et al. 2016) and
forming a system of early B-type stars (e.g., Chen et al. 2006;
Zapata et al. 2011).

The other active MDCs lie in W3 Main, and their position
relative to the high-mass star activity of the region is shown in
Fig. 3. W3 East is originally traced by two heavily overlapping
active sources, Source #1 (S1) and Source #4 (S4). Only the for-
mer is positively classified as a MDC, which is also the one pri-
marily associated with the NH2 peak of the clump (⇠2.500 from
the Herschel coordinates) and the central cluster of HC H ii re-
gions powered by a group of early B or late O type stars (Ma-Mg;
Claussen et al. 1994; Tieftrunk et al. 1997; Wilson et al. 2003;
van der Tak et al. 2005; Bik et al. 2012). The severe overlap with
S4 implies that the mass associated with S1 would be just a lower
limit.

W3 West is also decomposed into two active detections
(north: S3; and south: S34). The MDC S3 coincides with the
UC H ii region C and HC H ii region Ca. The southern compo-
nent S34 is classified as an UCS and lies in between the UC H ii
region G (southeast) and the main local column density peak of
the region as observed by Herschel and in previous studies (e.g.,
SMS3 core; Tieftrunk et al. 1998; Fig. 3). The intermediate o↵set
position of S34 between a temperature peak and a (cold) column
density peak can be explained by the influence of the 70 µm dur-
ing source detection (Appendix A). Only S3 was classified as a
MDC, although the absence of a confirmed central peak in NH2

flagged it as tentative.

Based on the stellar multiplicity of the only high-mass star-
forming cores in W3 (mainly the reliable MDCs S1 ad S2), the
properties of these dense cores extracted from the Herschel data
are relevant for models constraining the early evolutionary state
of small groups with up to a few high-mass stars. These mas-
sive high-mass star forming regions exhibit a unique set of
physical conditions at clump level (Paper I) as well as in their
core substructure. Table 4 lists the mean di↵erences between
the di↵erent populations, and clearly highlights how active cores
are easily distinguishable from the quiescent sample due to their
much higher luminosity, their systematically denser and more
compact structure, and their tendency to exist in much richer
(denser) and irradiated environments than their low-mass coun-
terparts. Such di↵erences are graphically illustrated in the dia-
grams of Fig. 4, which correlate the source mass with the key
physical parameters (peak NH2 environment NH2 volume, and
luminosity ratio).

High-mass stars lie within compact <⇠0.1 pc regions with
masses in excess of M >⇠70 M�. The minimum mass for active
cores in W3 is established by S1 in W3 Main (M =71±18 M�),
which is comparable to that of S3 (M =74±15 M�) and that de-
rived by T2017 for NGC 6334 of M⇡75 M�. Less than ⇠7% of
the remaining core population of W3 have comparable masses,
which decreases to less than ⇠3% when excluding the detections
classified as UCS and tentative MDCs. This number is likely
still conservative, as the mass of S1 is expected to be largely
underestimated due to the overlap with S4 (Fig. 3). A more real-
istic estimate for the former would probably be closer to that of
S2, ten times more massive and also forming several high-mass
stars.

Even when assuming a mass threshold of M =70�75 M� for
(single) high-mass star formation, the relatively quiescent na-
ture of several massive objects indicates the need for more than
just mass availability in order to form massive stellar systems.
The mass must not only be high but also localised in tight com-
pact regions, as illustrated by the absence of dense cores with
comparable volume-averaged densities (Fig. 4b). The IR-bright
MDCs are also uniquely identified by their central and environ-
mental column densities, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, Fig. 4c, and
more particularly, in the NH2,p-NH2,env diagram presented in Fig.
5. There are no reliable dense cores (excluding UCS) within
the narrow regime in column density space comprised by the
high-mass star-forming MDCs (NH2,p>⇠1.5⇥ 1023 cm�2; NH2,env>⇠
4 ⇥ 1022 cm�2), which is in line with earlier theoretical models
that established local column density as the most critical condi-
tion for the onset of high-mass star formation (e.g., Krumholz
& McKee 2008), regardless of whether the cluster of high-mass
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Table 4. Average Properties of MDCs

Parameter All Active Inactive Inactive Inactive
[IR-bright] [IR-quiet+starless+UCS] [IR-quiet] [Starless]

Number 442 3 30 10 6
Mass [M�] 25 ± 3 324 ± 251 126 ± 9 118 ± 16 107 ± 10
<T [K]> 16.4 ± 0.3 34.7 ± 5.2 14.1 ± 1.2 11.7 ± 0.9 12.7 ± 3.2
Lbol [L�] 268 ± 106 24721 ± 6879 666 ± 226 80 ± 53 828 ± 821
Lsub/bol 0.094 ± 0.004 0.004 ± 0.003 0.186 ± 0.026 0.190 ± 0.030 0.238 ± 0.052

FWHMa [pc] ⇠0.10 0.07 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.02
< nH2 > [105 cm�3] 1.2 ± 0.1 15.3 ± 1.6 3.3 ± 0.7 2.2 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2
NH2,p [1022 cm�2] 1.2 ± 0.2 20.6 ± 4.4 4.5 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.7

NH2,env [1022 cm�2] ⇠1.0 4.2 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.5
XISRF 2.3 ± 0.2 13.1 ± 5.7 5.9 ± 1.5 2.2 ± 1.1 2.6 ± 1.9

a Deconvolved size at reference wavelength.

4. Conditions for High-Mass Star Formation:
Physical and environmental constraints

Five sources were preliminarily classified as active based on
the presence of signposts of high-mass star activity within their
FWHM, all localised in the three massive centrally-condensed
clumps of W3 (OH), W3 East, and W3 West (Paper I; Figs. 1).
Of these, only three were potential IR-bright MDCs. The prop-
erties of these sources as well as those MDCS with comparable
masses are included in Table 2 and Table 3. The final catalogue
and the measurements at each wavelength are included in Ap-
pendix B.

The W3 (OH) clump is characterised by a single MDC detec-
tion, well centred on the column density peak of the clump and
its two central high-mass star-forming regions W3 (OH) and W3
(H2O). The UC H ii region W3 (OH) is powered by a late-type
O star (e.g., Dreher & Welch 1981; Hirsch et al. 2012) and is al-
ready entering the expansion phase. This system shares the same
envelope (Herschel core) as the protobinary system W3 (H2O), a
hot core (⇠103�104 yr old; Helmich et al. 1994; Kim et al. 2006),
still assembling mass at Ṁ⇠10�3 M� yr�1 (Qin et al. 2016) and
forming a system of early B-type stars (e.g., Chen et al. 2006;
Zapata et al. 2011).

The other active MDCs lie in W3 Main, and their position
relative to the high-mass star activity of the region is shown in
Fig. 3. W3 East is originally traced by two heavily overlapping
active sources, Source #1 (S1) and Source #4 (S4). Only the for-
mer is positively classified as a MDC, which is also the one pri-
marily associated with the NH2 peak of the clump (⇠2.500 from
the Herschel coordinates) and the central cluster of HC H ii re-
gions powered by a group of early B or late O type stars (Ma-Mg;
Claussen et al. 1994; Tieftrunk et al. 1997; Wilson et al. 2003;
van der Tak et al. 2005; Bik et al. 2012). The severe overlap with
S4 implies that the mass associated with S1 would be just a lower
limit.

W3 West is also decomposed into two active detections
(north: S3; and south: S34). The MDC S3 coincides with the
UC H ii region C and HC H ii region Ca. The southern compo-
nent S34 is classified as an UCS and lies in between the UC H ii
region G (southeast) and the main local column density peak of
the region as observed by Herschel and in previous studies (e.g.,
SMS3 core; Tieftrunk et al. 1998; Fig. 3). The intermediate o↵set
position of S34 between a temperature peak and a (cold) column
density peak can be explained by the influence of the 70 µm dur-
ing source detection (Appendix A). Only S3 was classified as a
MDC, although the absence of a confirmed central peak in NH2

flagged it as tentative.

Based on the stellar multiplicity of the only high-mass star-
forming cores in W3 (mainly the reliable MDCs S1 ad S2), the
properties of these dense cores extracted from the Herschel data
are relevant for models constraining the early evolutionary state
of small groups with up to a few high-mass stars. These mas-
sive high-mass star forming regions exhibit a unique set of
physical conditions at clump level (Paper I) as well as in their
core substructure. Table 4 lists the mean di↵erences between
the di↵erent populations, and clearly highlights how active cores
are easily distinguishable from the quiescent sample due to their
much higher luminosity, their systematically denser and more
compact structure, and their tendency to exist in much richer
(denser) and irradiated environments than their low-mass coun-
terparts. Such di↵erences are graphically illustrated in the dia-
grams of Fig. 4, which correlate the source mass with the key
physical parameters (peak NH2 environment NH2 volume, and
luminosity ratio).

High-mass stars lie within compact <⇠0.1 pc regions with
masses in excess of M >⇠70 M�. The minimum mass for active
cores in W3 is established by S1 in W3 Main (M =71±18 M�),
which is comparable to that of S3 (M =74±15 M�) and that de-
rived by T2017 for NGC 6334 of M⇡75 M�. Less than ⇠7% of
the remaining core population of W3 have comparable masses,
which decreases to less than ⇠3% when excluding the detections
classified as UCS and tentative MDCs. This number is likely
still conservative, as the mass of S1 is expected to be largely
underestimated due to the overlap with S4 (Fig. 3). A more real-
istic estimate for the former would probably be closer to that of
S2, ten times more massive and also forming several high-mass
stars.

Even when assuming a mass threshold of M =70�75 M� for
(single) high-mass star formation, the relatively quiescent na-
ture of several massive objects indicates the need for more than
just mass availability in order to form massive stellar systems.
The mass must not only be high but also localised in tight com-
pact regions, as illustrated by the absence of dense cores with
comparable volume-averaged densities (Fig. 4b). The IR-bright
MDCs are also uniquely identified by their central and environ-
mental column densities, as illustrated in Fig. 4a, Fig. 4c, and
more particularly, in the NH2,p-NH2,env diagram presented in Fig.
5. There are no reliable dense cores (excluding UCS) within
the narrow regime in column density space comprised by the
high-mass star-forming MDCs (NH2,p>⇠1.5⇥ 1023 cm�2; NH2,env>⇠
4 ⇥ 1022 cm�2), which is in line with earlier theoretical models
that established local column density as the most critical condi-
tion for the onset of high-mass star formation (e.g., Krumholz
& McKee 2008), regardless of whether the cluster of high-mass
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  Goals of This Talk 

Turbulent Core model (McKee & Tan 02,03) 

  Each massive star from a pre-existing  

  massive turbulent core that collapses  

  under its own weight  

(Outflow-regulated) Turbulent Clump model 
                      (Wang, Li, Abel & Nakamura 2010) 

  Massive stars form from a pre-existing, cluster  

 forming, turbulent clump that collapses under its  

 own weight (due to dissipation of turbulent support)  

 The global clump collapse is regulated by outflow  

  feedback (with the aid of magnetic fields), which  

  may replenish (part of) the decayed turbulence 
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A SWITCH FOR HMSF [?]

EXCLUSIVE combination of conditions for 0.1 
pc cores with HMSF:  
<NH2> ~ 2x1023 cm-2 <NH2-env> ~ 5x1022 cm-2 

<M> ~ 600 M⊙

e.g., Wolfire & Cassinelli 1987

Max. efficiency and high mass 
convergent inflow in localised 

region: Ṁ

• NH2  > Deep potential well + minimal 
disruption (e.g., Dale et al. 2005) 

• Env/M > High inflow rate + lots of material + 
confinement  (counteraction of stellar activity)

A. Rivera-Ingraham et al.: Massive Cores in the W3 GMC

Table 5. Average Core Properties in List 1

Parameter All Activea Quietb
Number 510 4 9
Mass [M�] 54 ± 5 605 ± 86 521 ± 67
T [K] 14.32 ± 0.23 21.81 ± 2.32 11.42 ± 1.07
Lbol [L�] 135 ± 48 8637 ± 4654 252 ± 98
Lsub [L�] 3.03 ± 0.47 97.99 ± 20.57 20.44 ± 5.36
Lsub/bol 0.133 ± 0.005 0.023 ± 0.010 0.220 ± 0.049
FWHMc [pc] 0.107 ± 0.002 0.076 ± 0.015 0.078 ± 0.010
n [105 cm�3] 6.13 ± 0.68 84.88 ± 28.09 63.94 ± 12.41
NH2�p [1022 cm�2] 1.3 ± 0.2 23.3 ± 4.0 8.8 ± 1.2
NH2�env [1022 cm�2] 1.10 ± 0.04 5.0 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.4
XISRF 2.3 ± 0.2 15.3 ± 4.5 10.4 ± 3.8
a Confirmed high-mass star formation (HMSF).
b M>min[M (active cores)], no evidence for HMSF.

– Development of a high column density enhancement
(NH2�p): this condition ensures mass inflow into a concen-
trated region (if such mass is locally available) due to the
combined e↵ect of 1) a pronounced gravitational potential
well, and 2) the inability for ongoing (high-mass) star for-
mation formed in such regions to counteract such mass in-
flow, as the disruptive e↵ects of feedback and radiation pres-
sure are severely limited under such conditions (e.g., Dale
& Bonnell 2011). In the densest (e.g., most central) regions,
HMSF could therefore continue for longer periods of time,
especially if mass is replenished, before disrupting the region
or counteracting the mass inflow. The final product would be
the creation of more massive clusters than more di↵use re-
gions, which can be more easily disrupted by a lower stellar
input.

– A dense local environment NH2�env, with the following reper-
cussions:
1. External pressure and confinement (P / ⇡G<NH2�env>

2;
e.g., McKee & Tan 2003; Fischera & Martin 2012) would
lead to high core surface densities (e.g., Kirk et al. 2006),
and contribute to the overall dense and compact nature of
active cores (e.g., Zhang et al. 2014).

2. A fast and e�cient assembly process, with enhanced
mass inflow into the core and, ultimately, into the star
(e.g., ṁ / ⌃3/4

env; e.g., McKee & Tan 2003).
3. A mass reservoir suitable for forming cores with enough

material for forming massive stellar systems: either by
assembling or replenishing the mass of the core by grav-
ity and collapse, or more directly, by providing the raw
material to those mechanisms capable of sweeping and
compressing the medium (e.g., shocks).
The same process of rapid mass assembly could also ex-
plain the predominantly massive nature of cores in dense
media (Fig. 9). These could be primordially massive
sources formed by compression of the dense environ-
ment (e.g., W3 Main), or arise from the rapid growth of
low-mass objects. We note, however, that issues such as
spatial resolution and completeness can lead to the same
e↵ects, therefore the non-detection of low-mass cores in
the densest backgrounds should be interpreted with cau-
tion.

Ultimately, the combined e↵ect of high local mass, NH2�p,
and NH2�env conspire to initiate a process which can only take
place at its maximum e�ciency when all these three key re-
quirements are simultaneously met: high accretion and mass in-

flow rates converging on the cluster forming regions. The ac-
tive cores in W3 are associated with clump environments of
NH2�env>⇠ 4.6 ⇥ 1022 cm�2. A clump of size FWHM⇡ 0.4 pc
(Paper I) with this average column density would lead to Ṁ =
Mcl/t↵ >⇠ 10�3 M� yr�1. It is therefore highly plausible that con-
verging accretion rates of this order lie at the very base of the
HMSF process, as already predicted in previous studies (e.g.,
Wolfire & Cassinelli 1987) and directly observed in simulations
(e.g., Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2009) and other high-mass star
forming regions (e.g., Peretto et al. 2006).

If the peculiar combination of mass, NH2�p, and NH2�env of
active cores is due the interplay of these properties being the
easiest way to achieve the required accretion rate threshold, then
it is expected that high-mass stars should be rarely found in iso-
lation. No region benefitting from these conditions is expected
to limit itself to the formation of one single star, when the poten-
tial for many is systematically provided with the accretion rates
needed for forming its high-mass stars. Cores associated with the
most extreme conditions would ensure mass is continuously and
prominently channeled into the increasing gravitational potential
well, increasing the central density and replenishing the core as
star formation progresses and stellar output can finally balance
the accretion process or material is deplenished. Quiet cores lo-
cated in regions without significant inflow convergence, even if
massive, might be limited to low-mass star formation (sterile;
e.g., Urquhart et al. 2014) unless allowed to evolve into a denser
state.

5.2. Bimodality in cluster formation?

The evolutionary paths leading to a scenario satisfying all the
required criteria can be diverse. Here we describe two potential
models of massive cluster formation within ⇠0.1 pc cores con-
sistent with the Herschel observations.

All active cores in W3 are associated with the W3 Main
and W3 (OH) regions. Both are located in the shell around the
IC 1795 cluster, which provided them with the significant mass
reservoir ( NH2�env) needed for the formation of a massive pro-
tocluster. However, both followed di↵erent evolutionary paths
for assembling their cores and their clusters of high-mass stars.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that this di↵erence in evo-
lutionary behaviour is due to one main factor: the interplay be-
tween gravity and external feedback (or external compressive
events) as constructive processes in core formation. Both are
complementary and capable of recreating the combined criteria
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(NH2�p): this condition ensures mass inflow into a concen-
trated region (if such mass is locally available) due to the
combined e↵ect of 1) a pronounced gravitational potential
well, and 2) the inability for ongoing (high-mass) star for-
mation formed in such regions to counteract such mass in-
flow, as the disruptive e↵ects of feedback and radiation pres-
sure are severely limited under such conditions (e.g., Dale
& Bonnell 2011). In the densest (e.g., most central) regions,
HMSF could therefore continue for longer periods of time,
especially if mass is replenished, before disrupting the region
or counteracting the mass inflow. The final product would be
the creation of more massive clusters than more di↵use re-
gions, which can be more easily disrupted by a lower stellar
input.

– A dense local environment NH2�env, with the following reper-
cussions:
1. External pressure and confinement (P / ⇡G<NH2�env>

2;
e.g., McKee & Tan 2003; Fischera & Martin 2012) would
lead to high core surface densities (e.g., Kirk et al. 2006),
and contribute to the overall dense and compact nature of
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2. A fast and e�cient assembly process, with enhanced
mass inflow into the core and, ultimately, into the star
(e.g., ṁ / ⌃3/4
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3. A mass reservoir suitable for forming cores with enough

material for forming massive stellar systems: either by
assembling or replenishing the mass of the core by grav-
ity and collapse, or more directly, by providing the raw
material to those mechanisms capable of sweeping and
compressing the medium (e.g., shocks).
The same process of rapid mass assembly could also ex-
plain the predominantly massive nature of cores in dense
media (Fig. 9). These could be primordially massive
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ment (e.g., W3 Main), or arise from the rapid growth of
low-mass objects. We note, however, that issues such as
spatial resolution and completeness can lead to the same
e↵ects, therefore the non-detection of low-mass cores in
the densest backgrounds should be interpreted with cau-
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and NH2�env conspire to initiate a process which can only take
place at its maximum e�ciency when all these three key re-
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active cores is due the interplay of these properties being the
easiest way to achieve the required accretion rate threshold, then
it is expected that high-mass stars should be rarely found in iso-
lation. No region benefitting from these conditions is expected
to limit itself to the formation of one single star, when the poten-
tial for many is systematically provided with the accretion rates
needed for forming its high-mass stars. Cores associated with the
most extreme conditions would ensure mass is continuously and
prominently channeled into the increasing gravitational potential
well, increasing the central density and replenishing the core as
star formation progresses and stellar output can finally balance
the accretion process or material is deplenished. Quiet cores lo-
cated in regions without significant inflow convergence, even if
massive, might be limited to low-mass star formation (sterile;
e.g., Urquhart et al. 2014) unless allowed to evolve into a denser
state.

5.2. Bimodality in cluster formation?

The evolutionary paths leading to a scenario satisfying all the
required criteria can be diverse. Here we describe two potential
models of massive cluster formation within ⇠0.1 pc cores con-
sistent with the Herschel observations.

All active cores in W3 are associated with the W3 Main
and W3 (OH) regions. Both are located in the shell around the
IC 1795 cluster, which provided them with the significant mass
reservoir ( NH2�env) needed for the formation of a massive pro-
tocluster. However, both followed di↵erent evolutionary paths
for assembling their cores and their clusters of high-mass stars.
There is plenty of evidence to suggest that this di↵erence in evo-
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collapse + pre-
compression

(1) CCF

[Dynamics]

[Single-Star Envelopes vs IMF: Seeds or cores? Interferometry: ALMA, PdBI…]

(1) Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2013; 2015

Convergent Localised   
High Inflow/collapse Rate 

( 10-4 - 10-2 M/yr ; e.g., Fuller et al. 
2005; Herpin et al. 2012, etc. )

Evolutionary Model 
F(t)

(2) Rivera-Ingraham et al. 2017a; 2017b

Menv [M☉] (0.1pc-scale)

SUMMARY & FUTURE PROSPECTS

Triggering 
+external 
feedback


